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Moisture Diffusion due to Periodic Moisture 
and Temperature Boundary Conditions-an 
Approximate Steady Analytical Solution 
with Non-Constant Diffusion Coefficients 

M. J . CUNNINGHAM* 

A11 approximate steady analytical solutio11 is ,9iue11 to tire moisture diffusion eq11atio11 with periodic 
11wist11re u11d temperawre ba1111clury co11ditio11s, where tire moiswre f lux Is determined by borlr 
temperature and moisture gradiems, specifico/ly F = - Dm(iim/ox)- DT(iiT/ox) a11d which 1111.r 
no11cot1s1am dljf11si<111 coefficienrs. Tire key physical assumptions made are that 1/11! 1/rermal 
t·n11duc1lvity is co11s1at11 and rlrat the Fourier 1111111/ier is » I so 1lrat tlll' ifllemul ll!mpera/t/re 
gradient Is linear but periodic in response to tire periodic tempert1111re boundary conditions. Tire 
key mathemarica/ approximation mode is 10 ignore second 1111d lriglrer harmonic terms i11 tire ti111e
depe11de11t part of the sulmio11 . Tire solwio11 agrees wit Ir 11 1111merical model ouer a ll'icle rm1ge of 
parameters ta 111itlri11 10%, a11d red11ces i11 special ~ases ro well k11ow11 exisri11g analytit'al so/11tio11s. 
Tire .~olution has applicatio11.r i11 a wide number of moiswre diffusion problems in b11ildi11g (lh_vsics. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a coefficient of o1mfiJxl 
b coefficient of 0111/ x 
c coel'ficicnl of (i1m/ilx) 1

, also specific heat (J kg-' 0 c- ') 
d 1em1 in differential equation 

D.i diffusion coefficient under moisture gradient (m 2 s- 1
) 

Dr diffusion coeflicien1 under temperature gradient 
(kg ffi - I S- I ~c- 1) 

F moisture Hux (kg m - ' s- ') 
Fo Fourier number (dimensionless) 

k thermal conductivity (W m- 1 0 c- 1
) 

I length (m) 
m moisture concentration (kg m- 1) 

Jf moisture concentration (kg m - ') 
t time (s) 

T temperature (0 C) 
x distance (m) 
0 phase of temperature boundary conditions (radians) 
µ coefficient of x 
v coefficient of x 2 

t dimensionless time 
<P phase of moisture concentration at x =I (radians) 
w angular frequency (radians s- 1

) 

Subscripts 
0 value at x = 0 
c coefficient of cos wt 
I value at x = I 
n finite difference cell marker 
s coefficient of sin wt 

I/!, if! potentials 

Superscriprs 
time average 
space and time average 
space derivative 

" second derivative of space 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE DIFFUSION of moisture through materials is one 
of the important mechanisms mediating the transfer of 
moisture in building mat :rials and structures. In some 
cases it is a dominant mechanism, e.g. in the drying 
of concrete, and in others is less important (e.g. many 
moistUre issues in structures are dominated by air con
vective transfer). In all cases, however, a detailed under
standing of this diffusive process is important if a deeper 
understanding of moisture transfer issues in building 
physics is sought. 

A key diffusion problem is that of diffusion under 
periodic boundary conditions. Many problems of prac
tical importance will take this fonn , with the major per
iods being one day and one year. Indeed some problems 
that are solved for constant boundary conditions, e.g. 
dew-point profile calculations, are approximations to a 
true periodic boundary condition case. Furthermore, if 
the periodic solution is Fourier analysed then, providing 
the problem is sufficiently linear, the constant boundary 
condition case can be seen to be a special case. Some 
cases of importance in which moisture diffusion is driven 
by periodic moisture concentration and temperature 
boundary conditions are: walls and roofs without 
cavities, framing timber, concrete floors, insulation 
layers, moisture transfer in claddings and linings, and 
solar driven moisture transfer [!]. 

Most moisture transfer "in the field" takes place under 
conditions of temperature and moisture gradients, with 
boundary conditions that are usually approximately 
periodic with daily or yearly periods. Earlier work on 
moisture diffusion [2] tended to concentrate on a single
variable driving potential for moisture transfer, usually 
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moisture concentration gradient or vapour pressure 
gradient. Under isothermal conditions these two can be 
related through the material's sorption curve. Under 
non-isothermal conditions, however, the diffusive driving 
potential is not well understood; much work recently 
(e.g. Kumuran et al. [3)) has been devoted to Lwo-variable 
driving potentials to describe this situation perhaps 
moisture concentration gradient and temperature gradi
ent, or vapour pressure gradie:nl and temperature gradi
ent. The former is used in this paper although it is shown 
how other potentials can be derived from that chosen. 

Whatever potentials are chosen, the corresponding 
diffusion coefficients are seldom constant. This can be 
seen in for example Tviet's data [4] and has been high
lighted recently by Galbraith and McLean [SJ in the case 
of vapour pressure as the potential. Since in some cases, 
this variability can be quite large, any realistic modelling 
of moisture diffusion must take this variab.ilily into 
account. 

Two-variable driving potentials with non-linear 
diffusion coefficients give rise to a complex diffusion 
equation which is not usually solved analytically, but 
rather numerically [6), possibly because an analytical 
solution is thought not to exist or to be too difficult 
to obtain. There are, however, a number of compelling 
reasons to seek an analytical solution. For example, an 
analytical result shows in one equation how the solution 
changes in response to the change in all the physical 
variables, whereas a numerical solution requires to be 
re-calculated for every change in the relevant variables. 
Consequently it is often possible to gain physical insight 
into the nature of the diffusive process by inspection of 
the analytical solution. As a corollary to this, sensitivity 
studies are, at least in principle, simply a matter of differ
entiation with respect to the relevant variable. Analytical 
formulae are fast and easy to evaluate and not affected 
by issues of convergence and accuracy that can plague 
numerical methods. Analytical solutions may allow 
special cases, including solutions already known, to be 
derived immediately. These solutions also allow for 
algebraic manipulation to enable the solution to be cast 
in a different form--e.g. to make the diffusion coefficients 
the subject of the formula. 

To this end, this work begins by formulating a diffusion 
equation governing diffusion under moisture and tem
perature gradients with periodic boundary conditions, 
and solves for the steady solution under the conditions of 
constant thermal conductivity and la.rge Fourier number, 
i.e. when the temperature gradient within the malerial, 
although still periodic, is always linear. Many problems 
in building physics belong in this class. Some special cases 
are examined and the general solution is checked against 
a numerical model. The work concludes by examining 
the issue of other driving potentials. 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider a material, length /, containing moisture 
diffusing under the driving potential 

am ar 
F= -D --Dr-

m OX OX 

and subject to periodic boundary conditions, viz. : 

Atx = 0 

m(x = 0) = M 0 = M0 +8M0 sin wt 

T(x = 0) = T0 = f 0 +8T0 sin (wt+8 0 ) (1) 

Atx =I 

m(x = /) = M,+oM, sin (wt+</>) 

T(x =I)= t,+oT, sin (wt+IJ1) (2) 

The diffusion equation for this driving potential is: 

i.e. 

om a ( om aT) -=- D -+Dr
ot ax max ax 

om = D a
1
m + (oD., + oDr) aT om + 8Dm (am)2 

at m ax1 oT om ax ax om ax 

The corresponding heat diffusion equation is 

?.._ = .!!__ k ?.._ 'T , ( 'T) 
a1 ox ox 

assuming enthalpy advected by moisture movement is 
negligible. 

Equation (3) in its full generality with moisture and 
temperature dependent diffusion coefficient Dr and D,,, is 
not solvable analytically. However we note first that in 
almost all situations of practical interest the time constant 
of response for temperature is very much shorter than 
for moisture concentration: furthcm1ore we can assume 
for many cases that the Fourier number is » 1, i.e. 

k 
Fo = --

1
-2 » 1 

wpc 

where l/w is being taken as the characteristic time. 
For example in wood of 10 cm thickness Fo - 102 for 

a 1 year period but -10° for 1 day, while for fibreglass 
Fo - 104 and 10 2 for 1 year and 1 day periods 
respectively. 

If further, the assumption is made that the thennal 
conductivity k is constant, then these two conditions have 
the important consequency that the temperature profile 
is linear but periodic, see for example Carlsaw and Jaeger 
[7]. 

Assuming that the Fourier number is large enough_to 
maintain a periodic linear temperature gradient, the size 
of that gradient is given from the boundary conditions; 
equations (1) and (2) as follows : 

1-
= 7(D..T+D..T, sin wt+D..Tc cos wt) 
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where 

t..T= t 1-f0 

t..T, = bT, cos 01-bT0 cos 00 

!!Tc= bT, sinO,-bT0 sin 00 (5) 

Equation (3) under the boundary conditions (I) and (2) 
and the temperature field (4) constitutes the problem to 
be solved. 

DIMENSIONLESS FORM 

Equation (3) can be cast into a dimensionless form by 
making the following transformations 

x 
X=-1 , 

This gives 

where 

D"' 
A= w/2 

T 
0=fo, 

B = (oD"' + oDr) t..T 
oT om w/2 

lW 0 oD"' 
C=-

w/2 om 

D =_I_ oDr (tiT)2 

M0w oT I 

t =wt. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(\0) 

The term arising from Dr(o 2T/o X 1
) vanishes as oT/oXis 

assumed constant, see equation (4). 
The boundary conditions become 

At X=O 

AtX= I 

<>Mo 
M(X = 0) = I+ --- sin t 

Mo 

<>To 
O(X = 0) = I+ --- sin (t+0 0 ) 

To 

M, bM, 
M(X =I)= -:;--+-_-sin (t+¢) 

Mo Mo 
f 1 bT1 

O(X =I)= -=-+-f sin (r+0 1). 

To o 

Aside from reference below to the dimensionless 
coefficients A-D, no further use will be made of this 
dimensionless form of the differential equation in this 
work. 

SOLUTION METHOD 

The broad outline only of the solution method will be 
given in this section. Details are given in the Appendix. 

Equation (3) is first written in the form 

om o1m am (am)2 

-a =a-;;-, +b -a +c -:;---- +d 
l ox- x ox 

see equation (22) in the Appendix. 
Since the solution is periodic, the approach followed 

and the approximations made are : 

(I) The solution is written as a Fourier series as far as 
the first harmonic. 

(2) Terms containing T in the above equation are 
expanded using equation (4). 

(3) The terms oDm/om, oD'"/oT, oDr/om, oDr/oT are 
assumed to be constant. 

(4) All terms in equation (3) are expanded as far as the 
first harmonic. In particular. it is shown that this 
requires only an average value of Dm need be con
sidered. 

(5) The non-time varying part of the expanded equation 
is solved approximately as a quadratic in distance x, 
by requiring the solution to satisfy the boundary 
conditions, a nd collocating at x = 1/. 

(6) The time varying first harmonic part of the expanded 
equation yields two second order simultaneous ordin
ary differential equations in the harmonic coefficients, 
which are solved by conventional methods. 

The approximate solution is given in the Appendix as 

m(x, t) = M 0 + µx + vx 2 + m,(x) sin wt+ mc(x) cos. wt 

(II) 

whereµ is given by the appropriate root of the Appendix 
equation (42), vis given by equation (41 ). and m, and m~ 

are given by equations (48) and (49), respectively. 
To illustrate the nature of these solutions, con ider the 

very common situation of a building product or element 
with an oscillating temperature gradient across it, and an 
opposing oscillating moisture gradient. e.g. a yearly cyclic 
temperature gradien t across a wall with cyclic relative 
humidity boundary conditions that are maximum when 
the temperature is minimum and vice-versa. Boundary 
condition of this sort are pecified in four cases in Table 
I which also contains a range of material parameters that 
could describe wood or mineral wool. The data in this 
table are meant for illustrative purposes only but are 
based on data in Tviet [4], or estimated. ote that Dr 
does not feature in the table because it plays no part in 
the solution. see commen ts in the Appendix. Figures 1-
4 illustrate the resulting moisture profi les as calculated 
by fonnula (I I). Shown in these figures are the moisture 
profiles at increments of I /8th of a period. 

It can be seen that for Wood I, Fig. I, the moisture 
content in the middle of the material has an amplitude 
tha t is roughly equal to the mean of the driving ampli
tude . In other words, moisture deep within this material 
feels almost the entire driving forces. This is not so for 
the other cases which how various degree of damping 
in the amplitude of the moisture rcspon e in the centre 
of the material. This behaviour follows because Wood I 
has the highest va lue of the dimensionless coefficient A, 
equation (7), which governs the degree of damping with 
depth of the amplitude of the harmonic component of 
the moisture concentration. 

All cases have a moisture concentration profile which 

·1 

I 
I 
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Table I. Coefficients and boundary conditions for selected cases (see text) 

Quantity Units Wood I 

D., m2/s 5.8 x 10- IO 

(aD .. /aT) + (aDr/am) m2/s °C 2.5 x 10- IO 

aD .. /am m'/kg s 5.0 x 10- 12 

aDr/aT kg/ms °C 2 1.5 x 10- 10 

Mo kg/m' 48 
M, kg/m' 72 

oM0 kg/m' 12 
oM1 kg/m1 16 

cf! radians 0 
K'fo oc -8 
6T, oc -2 
6T, oc 0 

I m 0.1 
Period I year 
Figure I 

tends to be concave upwards. Two conflicting effects are 
in action here : at the high moisture concentration end of 
the material Dr is larger due to the positive value of 
oDr/om so the temperature gradient drives moisture inco 
i.his region tending to cause the profile to be concave; 
however at the other end of the material i.he temperature 
is higher in these examples so Dr is larger there due to 
the positive value of oDr/B T which tends to cause the 
profile to be convex. The ratio B/D determines which 
effect dominates where B and D are dimensionless 
coefficients given by equations (8) and (IO) respectively. 
In these examples this ratio is much larger than I imply
ing that the profile will tend to be concave. 

SPECIAL CASES 

Case I 

(b+2cm')' « 4aw 

where a, 5, m', are mean values of a, band m' defined 
by equations (36), (30), and (34) respectively in the 
Appendix. 

;;::: 
0 u;· 110 .... 
c: 100 
"'1 
<1> 

Cl 
90 

0 80 
::i .... 70 <1> 
::i 60 .... 
';:? 50 
~ 

s 
I 

c.u ,__., 

Material type 
Wood II Mineral wool I Mineral wool II 

l.7x 10-io 5.1x10-• 5.1x10-• 
1.0 x 10- IO 7.3 x 10-• 4.6 x 10-• 
I.Ox 10- 11 1.0 x 10-• I.Ox lo-• 
l.O x 10- io 4.5 x 10- IO 4.5x 10- 10 

48 5.0 5.0 
72 7.5 7.5 
12 1.25 1.25 
32 1.5 1.5 
0 0 0 

-8 -8 -8 
-2 -2 -2 

0 0 0 
0.1 0.1 0.1 

I year I day I day 
2 3 4 

This case occurs at higher frequencies, e.g. I day, or 
when the effects of oD'"/oT, oDr/om and oDm/om are 
small. In this case 

ix,= -ix,=f3=~ 
The solution, equations (48) and (49) in the Appendix, 
reduces to 

0 0 .0 

I 
m., = 6 { W cash f3x cos f3x (cos 2{31- cash 2{31) 

+ sinh f3x cos f3x( W sinh 2{31 + X sin 2{3/ 

- 2 Y sinh {31 cos {31- 2Z cash {31 sin {31) 

+co sh f3x sin f3x( W sin 2{31- X sinh 2{3/ 

- 2 Y cosh {31 sin f31+2Z sinh {31 cos {31) 

+ X sinh f3x sin f3x( cash 2{3/- cos 2{31)} 

b<m' +d, +---
w 

Fig. I. Moisture content profiles at increments of I /8 of a period for wood I. 
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10.5 

0 0.0 

Fig. 2. Moisture content profiles at increments of 1/8 of a period for wood IL 

I 
me = ~ { X cosh {Jx cos {Jx (cos 2{31- cosh 2/31) 

and W, X, Y and Z are given by equation (47) in the 
Appendix. 

+ sinh {Jx cos {Jx( - W sin 2{31 + X sinh 2{Jl 

+ 2 Y cosh /31 sin {31- 2Z sinh {31 cos {31) 

+ cosh {Jx sin {Jx( W sinh 2/31 + X sinh 2/31 

- 2 Y sinh {JI cos {JI- 2Z cosh {31 sin {JI) 

+ W sinh {Jx sin {Jx( cos 2/31- cosh 2{31)} 

b .. m'+d,. 

where ~ is now given by 

~ = 2(cos 2 f31-cosh 2 {31) 

rs:: 
0 
u;· 10 ,.... 
i: 9 ..., 
(1) 

8 ('.) 
0 7 :::l ,.... 

6 (1) 

:::l 5 ,.... 
-;;;- 4 
IJQ 

El 
I 

c.l ..__ 

Case 2 

Boundary conditions identical on both sides and, 
no non-linear cffec1s. i.e. no imposed temperature and 
moisture gradients. aDm/om = O. and identical oscillat
ing moisture boundary contents a t x = 0 and x = I. i.e. 

This is equivalent Lo the periodic boundary condi tion 
case analysed in Carslaw and Jaeger (7]. 

In this case the non time-dependent part of the solution 
vanishes and the time-dependent solution becomes 

21 

Fig. 3. Moisture content profiles at increments of 1/8 of a period for mineral wool I. 

BAE 27:3-H 

I. 

I 
I. 
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[
(cos /Jl+cosh {31) cosh f3x cos /Jx-sinh fl! sinh /Jx cos f3x+sin {31 cash fix sin /Jx] 

m =oM 
' 

0 cosh {31 +cos {31 

and 

_ < [(cos fll+cosh /31) sinh Px sin flx-sin Pl sinh Px cos flx-sinh Pl cosh Px sin Px] 
m -uM0 ' cosh Pl+cos {31 

which can be shown to be identical to Carslaw and 
Jaeger's steady solution. 

COMPARISON TO A NUMERICAL MODEL 

The solution, equations (48) and (49) in the Appendix, 
is complex enough to justify checking against a numerical 
model. This comparison also allows an assessment of the 
inaccuracies incurred as a result of the approximations 
made. 

A finite-difference numerical scheme was used with the 
following difference scheme 

i.e. 

m~ -m. ( a b c(m. -m._ 1)) 
_6_t_ = m.+ 1 (.1h)2 + 16x + 2(6x) 2 

( 
2a c(m.+ 1 -1m.+m._ 1)) 

+m. - (6x) 2 + 2(6x) 2 

(
a b c(m.-m.+ 1)) 

+mn-1 (6x)2 - 26x + 2(6x)2 +d (12) 

This scheme was suitably modified at the boundaries. The 
numerical scheme was solved explicitly, with boundary 
conditions, temperature fields, and a (being moisture and 
temperature dependent) being updated at each time-step. 

The results of the numerical calculation, taken after 
sufficient cycles had passed to allow any transients to die 

a:: 
0 
iii' 10 .-
c: 9 ..., 
Cl> 8 
() 
0 7 ::i .... 6 Cl> 
::i 5 .... 
9 4 
1lti 

3 
I 

(,) .._, 

away, were compared with the approximate analytical 
result, formula (11) using an error term defined as 

error (x) = (numerical result (x)-analytical result (x))/ 

o.5(Mo+M,) 

Using this criterion, the largest error found in the cases 
examined was -9.2%, which occurred under conditions 
in which the size of D,., would vary by a factor of over 
100. This case is illustrated in Fig. 5. Figure 6 illustrates 
a less extreme case where the error is -4.0%. Parameters 
describing the conditions used to achieve the moisture 
profiles shown in Figures 5 and 6 are contained in Table 
2. Both cases were taken at the beginning of a period. 

OTHER DRIVING POTENTIALS 

Although moisture and temperature gradients are used 
in this work as the driving potentials, it is straightforward 
to extend the results to other driving potentials as the 
following analysis shows. 

Any driving potential expressed through a pair of vari
ables can be expressed in terms of any other pair of 
variables provided an equation of state exists connecting 
the variables involved together, e.g. if the moisture flux, 
Fis expressed as 

am ar 
F= -D --Dr-"' ax ax (13) 

or as 
acf> ol/J 

F= -D~--D,,-ax ox (14) 

then equation (14) can be rewritten as 

21 

0 0 

Fig. 4. Moisture content profiles at increments of 1/8 of a period for mineral wool II. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the analytical and numerical results. Maximum error -9.2%. 
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F = _ D (otf> om + iJtf> oT)- D (or/I iJm + iJl/I oT) 
4> om ox iJT iJx "' om ox oT iJx 

aq, ot/J o</J ot/J 
Dm=Dq. 0m+D"'om' Dr=Dq. 0T+Dy, 0T' (16) 

If, for example we wished to use the driving potentials of' 
vapour pressure and temperature gradients, i.e. 

op oT 
(15) 

so that by comparison between equations (13) and (15) 

F= -E --Er-
PiJx OX 

then from equation (16) 

(17) 

1.5 

... 

1.4 .............. ··" 
a::: 
0 
lii' .... 

1.3 i: ..., 
<11 
(") 
0 

= 1.2 .... 
<11 

= ..... 
,;: 
°"' 1.1 
3 
I 

c.> ._. 

L O 

. ................ ·····•· 

--·--- - ·---·····"·-··"·/" .. / .... / 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Distance (cm) 

-- Analytical ··············· Numerical 

Fig. 6. Comparison between the analytical and numerical results. Maximum error -4.0% . 
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::?.. Coefficients. boundary conditions and errors for 
numerical versus analytical comparisons (see tex t) 

rated water vapour pressure, and op/iJm can be found 
from the orption curve of the material in que ·ti n. 

Values 
The principle is the same above Lh1:: hygroscopic region. 

Quantities Units Example I Example II 

D,. m'/s 2.0 x 10- 10 2.9x 10-• 

(OD,,./aT)+ (ODr/am) m'/s °C 7.5 x 10- 11 

8.3 x 10- 12 

2.7x 10-• 
l.5 x 10- 3 

Herc the potentials often used are related to pore 
pressure e.g. uction or Chemical potential or o ther. 
Although these sorts of porentials are extremely sensitive 
to the exact va lue or the relative humidjty within the 
material, their values change in a monotonic and non
extremc way as a function of moisture content, e.g. Siau 
[8] hows moisture content changing by a factor of 4 
(30% to 120% by weight) as water potential t/J changes by 
a factor of 10 (-0. I atmospheres to - 0.0 I atmospheres). 

aD,,./8m m 5/kg s 
aDr/aT kg/ms °C 2 4.5 x 10- 12 I.Ix 10-• 

ii"fo kg/ m 1 48 l.O 
M, kg/m 3 96 1.5 

i5Mo kg/m 3 14.4 0.25 
i5M, kg/m 1 14.4 0.3 

</> radians 0 0 
!!.To oc -8 -8 
!J.T, oc -0.8 -0.8 
!J.T, oc 0 0 

CONCLUSION 

l m 0.1 0.1 
Period I year 1 day 
Error % -9.2 -4.0 
Figure 5 6 

and 

8p/8T can be found from the equation of state for satu-

An approximate steady analytical solution has been 
given to the moisture diffusion equation with periodic 
moisture and temperature boundary conditions, where 
the moisture flux is determined by both temperature and 
moisture gradients and the diffusion coefficients are non
constant. This problem can be argued as a principal 
diffusion problem in building physics. Although the key 
mathematical approximation made was to ignore second 
and higher harmonics in the solution, checking of the 
results against a numerical model showed that the differ
ence between the numerical and analytical model were 
less than 10% in all cases considered, even for quite 
extreme cases where the diffusion coefficient varies by 
over a factor of 100 due to its temperature and moisture 
variability. 
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APPENDL"'< 
SOLUTION METHOD IN DETAIL 
HARMONIC EXPANSION OF THE 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

The equation to be solved is 

am = D a
1
m + (aD., + aDr) oT om+ aDm (am)

2 

at m 8x 2 ar om ox OX om ax 

subject to the periodic boundary conditions 

Atx = O 

m(x = 0) = M0 = M0 +i5M0 sin wt 

T(x = 0) = T0 = t 0 +i5T0 sin (w1+8 0 ) (19) 

Atx = l 

m(x = l) = M1+i5M1 sin (wt+</>) 

T(x = l) = T1+()T1 sin (wt+i.11) 

with a background linear periodic temperature field given by 

!J.T 1-
~x = l(tJ.T+tJ.T, sin wt+!J.T,cos wt) 

Equation (18) will be written as 

am o
2
m am (am)

2 

-=a-, +b-+c - +d 
at ax- ax OX 

where 

b = (aD,., aDr) aT = (aD,. + aDr) tJ.T 
aT + am ox oT am l 
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oD,,. 
c=-

iJm 
(25) 

= iJDr(iJT)' = oDr(C.T)' 
d iJT ox iJT l . (26) 

The 1erm Dr(o!T/o.,·!) vanishes as iJT/ox is assumed constant, 
see equation 2 1 ). 

Since D,., is a runetion of T and 111, its value will vary with 
position x and time t. Since the steady solution is periodic 
then the varia1ion of D.,. at each po i1ion is also periodic and 
con equcntJy can be Fourier analysed. Expanding D,. to the first 
h:irmonic at each x we have 

a = D,,.(x, t) ::::. D(x) + D,(x) sin wt+ D,(x) cos wt 

where D(x) is the mean of D,,.(x, t) over one time period. But 

iJD,. + ---g;;(m-M0 ) (27) 

with exact equality if iJD,. fi3T and iJD,./ iJm are constant, i.e. 
D.,(x is linear in T and m. 

nder these conditions, since for a linear function. the mean 
value or the function is equal to the value at the means of its 
argumcn1s. 1hen 

D(x) = D,.(m(x), f(x)) 

= D,.,(rii(x), t 0 +xtiT/l) 

=ii 

where 

ii= D,.(n1(x), t 0 +x6T/l) 

and ti1(x) and f(x) are the mean values over one period of m 
and T respectively. 

Hence 

a = D,.,(x, t) ::::. ii(x) + D,(x) sin wt+ D, (x) cos wt. (28) 

For b we have 

(
<JD,. iJDr) iJT 

b = oT +a;; ox 

1 (iJD,. iJDr) - . =7 af"+---g;; (tiT+tiT, smwt+C.T, coswt) 

= 5+b, sin wt+b, cos wt (29) 

where 

fj = ilT(iJD,. + iJDr) 
I oT om 

(30) 

- C.T, (aD,,, iJDr) 
b, - I iJT + om (31) 

b = ilT, (iJD., iJDr) 
' I oT + om 

(32) 

The boundary conditions are periodic and hence the s1eady 
solution is also periodic and can therefore be Fourier analysed. 
Tbe key mnthemaLical approxima tion is now made of expanding 
~his periodic steady solution as far as Lhe first harmonic only. 
1.e. 111 is taken as 

m = m+m, sin wt+m, cos wt 

om/ox and iJ 2m/ox2 are therefore given by 

am _, , . ' 
ax = m +m, sm wt+m, cos WI 

a2m 
- = m" + m" sin WI+ m" cos I h' ' ' w 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

~ Ex.panding each term in the differential equation (22) we have 
rom equations (28) and {35) 

a'm 
a ox' = (ii+D,(x) sin w1+D,(x) cos wt) 

where 

x (m" +m_;' sin wt+m~ cos wt) 

= iim" + lD,m;' + 1D,m; +(am;' +m" D,) sin wt 

+(iim~ +m"D,) cos wt+2nd harmonic terms 

::::. a(tn" +m;' sin wt+m; cos wt) 

a= D(l/2) = D,.(ti1(//2). r~ + T /2) (36) 

i.e. ignoring second derivatives of 111, and m, in the non timc
dependent part of the expansion. and 1he ccond derivutivc of 
1n in the time-dependent purt. and approximating ti with its val.ue 
at x = lf2. These approximations are of the same order or higher 
tlmn approximations made below : m equation (37) the fim 
derivatives 111, and m, are ignored in 1he non lime-dependent 
part of' the expansion : and the fir t derivative of 1» is taken as 
constant in the time-dependent part of the expansion in equation 
(43) . 

Expanding b(om/iJx) in equation (22) using equation (29) and 
(34) gives 

am 
b-;;- = (o+b, sin wt+b, cos wt) 

ox 

x (m' + m; sin wt+ m~ cos wt) 

= 51n ' + ~(b ,m; +b,.m;)+ (5m ; +h,rii') sin wt 

+ (6m;+b,ni') cos wt+ 2nd harmonic terms 

Also from equation (34) 

cn1 - _ , . , .. (' )' c -;;- = c(m+m., srn wt+m,. cos wt) · 
ex 

= c(ti1 ' 1 + j(m;2 +m; ')+ 2n'i'm; sin wr 

+2n1'n( cos wr+ 2nd harmonic terms) 

and from equations (26) and (21) 

d= 8Dr(oT)' 
oT ox 

l cDr -, j 2 I ' 
= /i aT (ilT + 26T, + 26T, 

+ 2/l T il T, sin w1+2/l T ilT, cos wt+ 2nd harmonic terms) 

::::. d+d, sin wt+d, cos w1 

where 

while from equation (33) 

am . 7ii = wm, cos wt -wm, sm wt. 

Substituting for the expressions for a, b, c, d, iJm/iJt in equation 
(22) and comparing non time-dependent parts of the expansion 
gives 

an•"+ 6m ' + hb.,m; +b,m~) + c(1n ' ' + {(m;' + m;')) +a= 0 

i.e. 

iim" +6ni' +cm'' +a== o 
ignoring m; and m;. 

Comparing sin and cos terms in the expansion gives 

am;'+(6+2cni')m;+b,ni' = -wm, -d, 

am;.' +(5+2cm')n(+b_ti1' = wm, -d, 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 
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SOLUTION TO THE NON TIME-DEPENDENT 
PART OF THE EQUATION 

Eq uation (37) is solved approximately as a quadratic in dis
tance :c. by requiring the solution to satisfy the boundary con
ditions, and collocating at :c = !I. 

In order that the quadra tic 

m = M0 +µx+vx 2 

satisfy the boundary conditions 

atx = 0 

and at x =I 

we will have 

where 

m(x = O) =Mo 

m(x = /) = M1 

!J.M 
-1--µ 

V=---
/ 

!J.M=M1-Mo 

(40) 

(41) 

Collocating the quadratic at x = 1/2 requires the solution to be 
exact at that point. 

At x = 1/2 we have from equation (40) 

- µI !J.M 
m=Mo+ 4 + 4 
_, !J.M 

m = - 1-

•N (!J.~ - 1
1
) 

m =2 ---
/ 

a= Dm(m = M 0 +1lM/4+µ1/4, T= 'f0 +1lT/2) 

- "' - iJD,,, µI 
= Dm(m = M 0 +1lM/4, T = ~ o+llT/2)+ om 4 

from equation (27). Hence 

where 

ii= D,.(m = M 0 +1lM/4, T = t 0 +1lT/2) 

Collocation at x = 1/2 using equation (37) gives 

c 2 (2Q c llM) llM (2ii c!J.M) -µ + ---- µ-- -+5+- -J=O 2 I 21 I I I . 

lf c = 0 

llM( 16) IJ 
µ=-1- 1+2ti +2ii. 

(42) 

If c ¢ 0 then the quadratic, equation (42) is solved using the 
physical root found by taking the plus sign in the standard 
quadratic solution formula. 

SOLUTION TO THE TIME-DEPENDENT PART 
OF THE EQUATION 

Elimination between (38) and (39) gives 

a2m;"' +2ii(5+2cm')m;' +(5+2cm')2m: 

+w2m,-w(b,tit' +d,) = O (43) 

where tit ' has been taken as approximately constant, see equation 
(45), so that m" and tit'" can be taken as zero. 

The solution to equation (43) is 

m, = Ae(•,+Jl1)x+Be(•1-i/JlX+cei•,+JP>x+Del•,-Jff)x 

b,tit'+d, 
+-w- (44) 

where 

and 

with 

p = -(5+2crii ' ) 

q = J<6+ 2cm')4 + (4tiw)2 cos <1/2 

r = ..J'(6+2ctir')4 +(4tiw)2 sin <1/2 

4aw 
tan<1=---

(o + 2crii ')2 

llM 
rii ' ~ -,- (45) 

and A, B, C, D are arbitrary constants to be determined by the 
boundary conditions. 

Similarly, 

m, = -jAe1•,+JP~•+jBe1•1-Jff)x+jCel• , +JfJ)x_jDe1•,-Jff)x 

b,m' +d, 
w 

(46) 

For the time-dependent part of the solution, the boundary con
ditions, equations (19) and (20), become 

atx=O 

m, = l>M 0 , and m, = 0 

and at .'I:= I 

m, = l>M1 cos q,, and m, = l>M1 sin q,. 

These boundary conditions substituted in equations (44) and 
(46) above give simultaneous equations in A, B, C, D which 
expressed in matrix form are 

where 

[ ~x] 
-JZ 

and 

f>M.-e·"':+d,) 
·(b,tit' +d,) -J - w-. -

(
b,lfl' +d, ) f>M1 cos,P- - -w- -

( (
b,1n'+ d, )) - } c5M,sint/J + - -w-

;..=a..+jp, ).2=a..-jp, Ai=a.2+jfJ, A.=a.2-JP 
and m' is taken as llM/I. 

Upon solving for A, 8, C and D the final solutions form. and 
m, are 
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m, = ~ {e2
•" cos {Jx(W(e1•,+•, 11 cos 2{Jl-e2

''') 

+ X e1•,+<,it sin 2{31- Y(e'•' -e''')cos Pl 

-Z(e21' +e"'') sin {Jl) +e''·' cos {Jx( W(el•,+< ,Jt cos 2f3l-e24 •1) 

-X el•,+«,>1 sin 2{31+ Y(e"•' -e'r)cos f3l 

+ Z(e'•' +e''') sin {Jl)+e•,x sin {Jx( -X(e•,+«,Y cos 2f3l-e2'•1) 

+ W el•,+«,JI sin 2/31+ Z(e' 11 -e't) cos {JI 

- Y(e' •1 +e"i1
) sin {Jl)+e•r sin f3x (X(e«1+«1Y cos 2f3/-e24 •1) 

+ We« 1+•,i1sin2{3/+Z(e'•' -e'")cos /31 

. bm'+d 
-Y(e'•1+e'i1)smf3l)}+-'---' 

w 

where 

Similarly, 

I 
m, = ;i{e'•xcos{lx(X(el•,+«i>1cos2f31-e 2't) 

- W(eea,+«,it sin 2f3/-Z(e'•1-e'r)cos pl 

(48) 

+ Y(e'•' +e'i') sin {31) +e' <cos {3x(X(e1• ,+«,>t cos 2/3/-e2•i') 

+ We1•, +•,it sin 2Pl+Z(e'•1-e",,)cos Pl 

- Y(e'•1 +e"')sin {3/)+e'• sin f3x (W(e•,+«,Jt cos2f3/-e 24i1) 

+ X el•,+•,J' sin 2/31- Y(e0 •
1-e'•1)cos /31 

-Z(e'•' +e'2') sin f3l)+e•r sin {lx ( - W(eCa,+« ,Jt cos 2f3/-e24•') 

+ X el• ,+•,Y sin 2/3/- Y(e0 i'-e'i1)cos /31 

I I , } (b,m' +d,) -Z(e'• +e" )sm/31) - --w-- (49) 

SUMMARY 

In summary the approximate solution to equation (22) under 
the boundary conditions (19) and (20) and temperature field 
(21) is given by 

m(x, t) = M 0 + µx + vx2 + m,(x) sin wt+ m«x) cos wt 

where µ is given by the appropriate root of equation ( 42), v is 
given by equation (41), and m, and m, are given by equations 
(48) and (49) respectively. 


